Introducing the new

Skyus DS2 by Inseego
The USB modem that lets you switch
carriers by simply inserting a SIM
The Skyus DS2 transfers more data faster than ever and features seamless toggling between SIMs.

Benefits of the Skyus DS2:

Whether you’re
a small business
owner or run
an enterprise
company, the
Skyus DS2
provides reliable
connectivity to
keep your business
running smoothly. You’ll no longer need
to worry about lost connections or
downtime, which can be costly in more
ways than one. The Skyus DS2 enables
you to use your carrier of choice by
allowing up to 4 carrier firmware images

to be stored on
the modem at
once. Whether its
connectivity for
digital signage,
kiosks, remote
monitoring or
WAN backup, the
Skyus DS2 delivers
three times faster data transfer across all
major networks than similar products
on the market, ensuring uninterrupted
connectivity. And the Skyus DS2 is
industrial-rated, which means it can be
relied upon for continuous use.
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Choose your Carrier

Simply insert the SIM for your carrier, no need to load
firmware or change out hardware.

Transfer More Data Faster

CAT6 technology enables data speeds up to 300
Mbps for higher throughput and faster data transfer.

Stay Connected

As your primary connection or a failover solution,
depend on constant connectivity with Skyus DS2.

Industrially Designed

Skyus DS2’s industrial rating allows reliable
connectivity in extreme thermal environments.

Skyus DS2

Stores up to 4 carrier
firmware images

CAT6 technology delivers
more data faster

With the Skyus DS2 you can store up to 4 different

With advanced technology built in, the Skyus DS2

carrier firmware images at a time, giving you the

delivers more data at a higher speed, providing a

freedom to use the carrier of your choice without

‘super highway’ for your data to travel. No more

having to spend additional time and resources

worrying about data bottlenecks!

Switch SIMs easily
The Skyus DS2 allows you to easily toggle SIMs
between carriers using the toggle tool provided.

changing out hardware or loading additional
firmware.

Find out more about how Skyus DS2 by Inseego can help your business assets stay connected.
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